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The song was first sung by Asha Bhonsle in the film's soundtrack, who still has not recorded a solo version. While the number was a picturised picturisation, the success of this song lay in its music. Banned by the Censor Board, the song was reportedly declared 'uncensored' after being declared a 'poetic
devotional number'. With a double meaning, the song was declared as a devotional number, despite being banned. How else would a song which talks about a journey titled Zindagi ek safar hai suhana get uncensored? However, the spotlight was, and remains, on the title song, Zindagi ek safar hai suhana.

Penned by poet Hasrat Jaipuri, who went on to win that years Filmfare Award for Best Lyricist, the song remains a high point in Hindi playback music. Counted as numero uno of Kishore Kumars yodel numbers, it is the last song recorded by Jaikishen of Shankar-Jaikishen fame, before he died on September 12 the
same year, ending a 22-year musical partnership. On a day in 1963, Rajesh Khanna was playing a part in this romantic song and performing it on the set of this Z-rated Hindi film, ‘Yeh Zindagi Ka Safar Hain’. The actress, however, got off the set and went to her hotel room where she was greeted by her

husband, the producer, Prasad Joshi. She came back to the set after an hour and resumed her acting. “They ended up shooting all the takes at the same time and, on the final day, the film’s director had to break into the footage of ‘Yeh Zindagi Ka Safar Hain’ with the rest of the movie,” says Pathak. We hope
that listening to this song may inspire you to appreciate the moments you have with your loved ones over the holidays. So take a break from the daily grind and let those people know how much you caredont be a Rajesh Khanna! Youll find the lyrics and our English translation of the sentimental hit Zindagi Ke

Safar Mein Guzar Jaate Hai from Aap Ki Kasam (1974) below. Follow along with the video on youtube and let us know YOUR New Years resolution in the comments!
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Kishore Kumar, then only 19, performed brilliantly in the film. His performance of Zindagi eksafar was truly sublime. Of course, the real-life story of a poet, bound to the profession, was never meant to be a smooth ride. He had a troubled childhood and a broken career. There were so many angry letters from
publishers, who found him unsuitable to be a writer. A film that sees a jubilant Kishore Kumar look less like a heartthrob and more like an independent artist, Zindagi eksafar had both Kishore and Pradeep playing roles well beyond the screen. They walked out of the industry after Zindagi eksafar There were no

duets like Zindagi Ek Safar or Kaun Pathe Hain Humara for Kishore Kumar in 1980s. The only exception was the poignant dua, Daagh daagh daagh daagh, that was performed by Kishore Kumar during the climax of the film, Kuch toh logs kahe, that earned him the National Award for best actor and actress in
1982. We are mere mortals; clueless whether well survive the next moment and yet, we roam around like we carry tomorrow in our pockets! There are several instances in life where we can, and should forgive and forget, but we choose to tow along. To such meagre beings, Bakshi sahab offers a piece of

precious advice-Zindagi ke safar me guzar jaate hain jo makaam, woh phir nahin aate Maharaj Singh, as he had been renamed by Jaipuri in order to better classify his 'class' of yesteryear gana bands. 'Yeh Zindagi Ka Safar' contained some of the best late Sixties tunes - "Jhukand se, tujh ko gayi kya kahenge",
"Ek hai mumkin ya hai mujh se" and "Mera naam kaha jaye meri naam", penned by Jaipuri. A tribute to that legendary composer, Jaipuri gave the first title "Nach" to band 'Saptak'. These are his 'classics' for Saptak. 5ec8ef588b
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